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Abstract—Asymmetric Multi-Core (AMC) architectures, where
cores in different CPUs have different performance and power
consumption, have been widely used from large-scale datacenters
to mobile smart-phones for their high performance as well
as energy efficiency. However, existing task scheduling policies
often result in the poor performance of parallel programs on
emerging AMC architectures due to the unbalanced workload,
the severe shared cache misses and remote memory accesses.
To solve this problem, we propose a Selective Asymmetry-aware
Work-Stealing (SAWS) runtime system, which can reduce remote
memory accesses while balancing workload across asymmetric
cores. SAWS consists of an asymmetric-aware task allocator and
a selective work-stealing scheduler. The asymmetric-aware task
allocator properly distributes the tasks to asymmetric CPUs so
that most tasks can access data from local memory node and the
workload is balanced according to the computational ability of
different CPUs. After that, the selective work-stealing scheduler
is used to further balance the workload at runtime and adjust the
frequencies of asymmetric cores. Our real-system experimental
results show that SAWS improves the performance of memory-
bound programs up to 59.3% compared with traditional work-
stealing schedulers in AMC architectures.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to fulfill the urgent requirement for high com-

putational capacity, emerging computer technology demands

increasingly on parallel computing, such as multi-core, which

integrates multiple cores in a CPU. Nowadays, multicore pro-

cessors have become mainstream in both research and public

settings, from datacenters to personal laptops to smartphones,

since they demonstrate superior performance per watt and

larger computational capacity than single-core processors.
For multi-core architectures, it is crucial to balance work-

loads among all the cores so that they can be utilized

most effectively. Researchers have found that dynamic task

scheduling in runtime systems is an effective solution. MIT

Cilk [1], Cilk++ [2], TBB [3] and LAWS [4] adopt work-

stealing strategy [5], while OpenMP [6] introduces work-

sharing strategy [6]. Both of them are dynamic task scheduling

strategies.
While all the workers (threads, cores) share a central task

pool in work-sharing, work-stealing provides an individual

task pool for each worker. In work-stealing, most often each

worker pushes tasks to and pops tasks from its task pool

without locking. When a worker’s task pool is empty, it tries

to steal tasks from other workers, and that is the only time it

needs locking. Since there are multiple task pools for stealing,

the lock contention is low even at task steals. Therefore, work-

stealing performs better than work-sharing due to its lower
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Fig. 1: An example asymmetric multi-core (AMC) architecture

with NUMA-based memory system, in which each CPU has

its local memory node. B = big (beefy) core; L = little (weak)

core; L1 = L1 cache; L2 = L2 cache; Shared L3 = shared L3

cache; NUMA MEM = non-uniform memory access (NUMA)

memory node.

lock contention. They perform good on traditional symmetric

multi-core architectures.

However, vendors start to produce Asymmetric Multi-Core

(AMC) architectures [7], [8], [9] to meet the high performance

and low power consumption requirements for processing dif-

ferent types of workloads. In AMC architectures, such as Arm

Big-Little [10] and Intel Quick-IA [11], “big” (beefy) cores

can be used to execute complex computing tasks and slow “lit-

tle” (weak) cores deal with simple transactions. As suggested

in Quick-IA [11], in order to build an AMC architecture, it is

more efficient to integrated multiple asymmetric CPUs in the

same shared-memory computer, where cores in the same CPU

are symmetric but cores in different CPUs are asymmetric.

Figure 1 shows an example of AMC architecture. As shown

in the figure, when multiple CPUs are integrated in the same

computer, the memory is often organized as Non-Uniform
Memory Access (NUMA) structure. In AMC architecture with

NUMA-based memory system, each CPU, a.k.a NUMA node

has its own local memory node. It is much faster for a core

to access data from local memory node than from remote

memory node through interconnect link, such as Intel Quick-

Path Inter-connection (QPI). Traditional work-stealing is very

inefficient in the AMC architectures due to the unawareness

of asymmetric cores and the large amount of remote memory

accesses (to be explained in Section II).

Targeting this problem, there are a large amount of prior

work [12], [13], [14] aims to improve the performance of

parallel programs on AMC architecture. For AMC architec-
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tures where the frequencies of cores are fixed (called “static

asymmetry”), PFT [12] and WATS [13] attempt to adopt

their own spawning policies to allocate tasks appropriately.

For AMC architectures where the frequencies of cores is

changeable through DVFS (called “dynamic asymmetry”),

AAWS [14] proposes work-pacing, work-sprinting and work-

mugging techniques that dynamically adjust the frequencies of

big and little cores to obtain good performance. AAWS consid-

ers the computational ability of cores when making schedule

decisions and adjusting the frequencies of cores. However,

as observed from Figure 1, besides the computational ability

of cores, the latency of data access also significantly affect

the performance of parallel applications, especially memory-

bound applications. As prior techniques, such as WATS and

AAWS, overlook data access latency when making schedul-

ing decision, they often results in the poor performance of

memory-bound applications.

In order to improve the performance of applications consid-

ering both the computational ability of cores and the latency

of data access in AMC architecture, we propose Selective
Asymmetric-aware Work-Stealing (SAWS) runtime system that

consists of an asymmetry-aware task allocator and a selective
work-stealing scheduler. The asymmetry-aware task alloca-

tor is a heuristic task-spawning policy based on program’s

topology and iteration’s history, and used to effectively allo-

cate tasks in AMC architecture. The selective work-stealing

scheduler prefers to steals intra-socket tasks and then takes

advantage of power slack provided by waiting cores to steal

inter-socket tasks or adjust the frequencies of executing cores

with DVFS technology. In our target scenarios, system’s power

consumption is restricted to power constraints.

The primary contributions of our work are as follows.

• We propose an asymmetry-aware task allocator that

heuristically allocates tasks into asymmetry sockets ac-

cording to iterations’ history, so that the workload is

balanced across asymmetric sockets.

• We propose a selective work-stealing scheduler to sched-

ule tasks accordingly so that most tasks can access

data from fast local memory node. In more detail, the

scheduler schedules tasks within sockets first and then

automatically select between power slack monopoly and

power slack distribution strategies for the purpose of

higher performance and energy efficiency.

Our real-system experimental results show that SAWS can

improve the performance of memory-bound programs up to

59.3% compared with traditional work-stealing schedulers

in AMC architecture. This paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 explains the motivation of SAWS. Section 3 gives

an overview of SAWS. Section 4 and Section 5 present the

asymmetry-aware task allocator and selective work-stealing

scheduler respectively. Section 6 introduces the implementa-

tion of SAWS. Section 7 evaluates SAWS. Section 8 discusses

the related work. Section 9 draws conclusions.
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Fig. 2: Task allocation of a general task graph for iterative

D&C programs in the first iteration.

II. PROBLEMS IN EMERGING WORK-STEALING

Similar to many popular work-stealing schedulers (e.g.,

Cilk [1], and LAWS [4]), this paper targets iterative Divide-

and-Conquer (D&C) programs that have tree-shaped task

graph. Most stencil programs and algorithms based on jacobi

iteration (e.g., Heat distribution simulation and Successive

Over Relaxation) are examples of iterative D&C programs. In

D&C programs, as shown in Figure 2, the root task process

the whole dataset [0, D) of the program, and after several

recursions of task spawning, each leaf task is allocated with a

small portion of the whole dataset.

Suppose the iterative D&C program in Figure 2 runs on an

AMC architecture with a NUMA-based memory system. For

NUMA, Linux memory management for NUMA adopts first
touch strategy, so when a chunk of data is first accessed by a

core of socket i, then a physical page of the local memory of

socket i is allocated to the data. In our work, we utilize this

feature of Linux memory management.

Observed from Figure 2, emerging work-stealing schedulers

encounter two main problems when scheduling tasks in AMC

architectures. First, most tasks have to access their data from

remote memory nodes in all the iterations due to the random

task stealing. Second, the workload is not balanced across

asymmetric sockets.

As for the first problem, in the scenario shown in Figure 2,

suppose task t is the first task that accesses the part of the

data [a, b) (a > 0, b < D). If task t is scheduled to socket

w1, then the part of the data is stored in the memory node

attached to w1. Due to the random scheduling in work-stealing,

it is highly possible that the task t is scheduled to another

socket w2 in the following iterations. In this case, t executed

by cores in socket w2 has to access data from remote memory

node attached to socket w1, which significantly degrades the

performance of memory-bound applications. LAWS [4] partly

solved the first problem by always evenly distributing the
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data set of a parallel program to all the memory nodes, and

schedule a task to the socket where its data is stored. However,

due to the unawareness of performance asymmetry of sockets,

the workload is not balanced across sockets, which in turn

degrades the performance of memory-bound applications.

As for the second problem, because different sockets have

different computational abilities in AMC architectures, it is

challenging to appropriately balance the tasks to the asym-

metric sockets. Given an AMC architecture, tasks in different

programs have different speed up ratios on the big core

compared with the little core because different programs have

different features. Therefore, it is not reasonable to find a

static optimal task allocation that can always balance the

workload across asymmetric sockets. Targeting this problem,

AAWS [14] tried to balance the workload between asymmetric

cores by adjusting the computational abilities (frequencies)

of asymmetric cores accordingly. However, the tasks are

still randomly scheduled between sockets and memory-bound

applications still suffer from severe remote memory accesses,

which seriously degrade their performance in consequence in

real-system AMC architectures.

To solve the above problems, we propose Selective
Asymmetry-aware Work-Stealing (SAWS) runtime system

composed of an asymmetry-aware task allocator and a se-

lective work-stealing scheduler. The asymmetry-aware task

allocator makes use of the first touch strategy and asymmetry

of AMC architecture to automatically schedule tasks to proper

sockets according to its dataset distribution and heuristically

adjust task allocation by iterations’ history to balance the

workload. However, absolute load balance cannot be guaran-

teed due to system noise and variations. To solve this problem,

the selective work-stealing scheduler takes power slack pro-

vided by waiting cores in w into consideration, and introduces

power slack monopoly (PSM) and power slack distribution
(PSD) strategies to further improve the performance of parallel

programs. PSM strategy is more commonly used and PSD

strategy works better when intra-socket work-stealing fails in

memory-bound applications, which will be further discussed

in Section V.

III. OVERVIEW OF SELECTIVE

ASYMMETRY-AWARE WORK-STEALING RUNTIME

This section presents an overview of our selective

asymmetry-aware work-stealing runtime system. Figure 3

shows the processing flow of a parallel program in SAWS.

SAWS runtime system

Asymmetry-aware

Task Allocator

(allocate tasks)

Selective Work-

stealing Scheduler

(schedule tasks)

Start End

Fig. 3: The processing flow of a parallel program in SAWS.

In the first iteration/initialization phase, the asymmetry-

aware task allocator first distributes the whole dataset evenly

according to the number of sockets. In the following iterations,

it carefully adjusts the task distribution decided in the first

iteration or initialization phase on the basis of the previous

iteration’s execution status. For instance, when iteration i
completes, SAWS analyzes the execution status and adjusts the

task allocation in iteration i+1 (to be presented in Section IV).

In the selective work-stealing scheduler, in order to improve

the performance under power constraint, we attempt to use

DVFS technology to dynamically lower the frequencies of

waiting cores. And we find that the power slack obtained by

waiting cores can be utilized mainly in two ways. First, the

waiting cores can use up their own power slack by work-

mugging, work-stealing or work-sharing techniques. In our

work, work-sharing is not suitable for NUMA-based memory

system and work-mugging may cause extra overhead. Thus,

we adopt work-stealing technique for waiting cores to steal

tasks and transform back to executing state. Second, other

executing cores can share the power slack, and waiting cores

remain waiting. This strategy works when most task queues

are empty but executing cores are still processing, or the

cost of inter-socket work-stealing is much greater than the

profit earned by waking up these waiting cores. Therefore,

our selective work-stealing scheduler prefers to steal intra-

socket tasks so as to better utilize data locality, then provide

a selective solution to monopoly or distribute the power slack

provided by waiting cores, and when most task queues turn

to be empty, maximize all the executing cores by means of

power slack distribution (to be presented in Section V).

It is worthing noting that SAWS provides a heuristic solu-

tion without any extra information offline profiled by users.

IV. ASYMMETRY-AWARE TASK ALLOCATOR

In a multi-socket multi-core architecture with a NUMA-

based memory system, Cilk[1]’s random task scheduler can

result in severe shared cache misses and remote memory

access in a NUMA node. With respect to memory-bound

applications, remote memory access can significantly worsen

the performance. LAWS[4] proposes a load-balanced task

allocator which divides tasks according its data set.

However, the ratio of memory cycles to total runtime is

not likely to be 100%, for example approximately 70% for

a memory-bound benchmark mcf[15]. Thus, in an asymme-

try Multi-Socket Multi-Core (MSMC) architecture, a load-

balanced task allocation policy should take into account shared

cache hit rate and asymmetry processing capabilities of big and

little cores.

The knowledge of task workloads is essential to optimal

task scheduling in asymmetry multi-core architecture[13]. It’s

acceptable to obtain such workload information by means of

offline profiling. Nevertheless, in iterative Divide-and-Conquer

(D&C) programs, we can take advantage of shared cache

misses in each iteration to heuristically adjust next iteration’s

task allocation.

In our work, we define a balancing factor α as the load

ratio of big and small cores, and α determines the size

of each socket’s dataset. Supposing that a parallel program

with the whole dataset [0,D) runs on asymmetry MSMC
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for heuristically updating balancing

factor α

Require: MAX ITER > 0
1: fi = 0, fi−1 = 0 // frequencies of iteration i & i-1

2: i← 0 // iteration i

3: α← 1 // α initialization

4: for iteration i← 0 to MAX ITER do
5: Spawn tasks and execute iteration i under the new α;

6: Record the frequency fi of inter-socket work-stealing

in this iteration;

7: if fi ≤ fi−1 then
8: α← α+ 2i

fi−1−fi
// update the alpha

9: fi−1 ← fi // update the last frequency

10: else
11: α← α− 2(i−1)

fi−1−fi
// set back to the last alpha

12: break;

13: end if
14: end for

architecture with two big sockets and one small socket, two

big sockets occupy the dataset [0, α
α+1 · D) and then the two

big sockets evenly split dataset [0, α
α+1 · D) while the small

socket occupies the last 1
α+1 of the whole dataset.

In the first iteration, α is initialized as 1 so the whole dataset

is evenly split into two parts for big and small cores. SAWS

runtime records the frequency of inter-socket work-stealing

between big and small sockets in every iteration. It can be

easily validated that the total execution time changes as α
scales, and there exists an α value where the total execution

time reaches its minimum. But when the α increases to

greater than some threshold, the performance will dramatically

degrade because an over-large α makes small cores out of

work. Thus, in our task allocator, we target the local optimum

of the total execution time rather than taking risk of a over-

large α. In Algorithm 1, we obtain the frequency f(i−1) of

inter-socket work-stealing between big small sockets in last

iteration i-1, and if the frequency fi of current iteration i is

not more than f(i−1), we attempt to increase α by a given

step until fi>f(i−1). It’s worth noting that the step length

decides convergence speed. It consumes a relatively long time

to converge if the step length is too short, but it may cause

over-convergence or missing the local optimum with the step

length too long. Thus, in our updating algorithm, we adopt

an incremental method in which the α is updated by an

incremental step length 2i in iteration i and in order to control

the size of α, the step length is divided by the difference

between the frequencies of last iteration and current iteration.

When fi>f(i−1), α stops increasing and minus a step in last

iteration since the α in last iteration finds the local optimum

of total execution time. The approach of our task allocator

partially origins from LAWS[4], but our asymmetry-aware task

allocator is based on the above heuristic algorithm to reach the

local optimal of load balance in asymmetry environment.

V. SELECTIVE WORK-STEALING SCHEDULER

In a multi-socket multi-core system with NB big cores and

NL little cores, we assume that each core’s frequency can be

scaled respectively, and call the cores out of work, waiting
cores and other cores executing tasks, executing cores. We

suppose that energy model of such systems is a third-order

model [16]:

PBi = λB · f3
Bi (i = 1, 2, ..., NB)

PLi = λL · f3
Li (i = 1, 2, ..., NL) (1)

where PBi is the power of big core i, fBi is the frequency of

big core i, and so on.

We use NBW and NLW to refer to the number of big

waiting cores and little waiting cores. When NBW �= 0 ∨
NLW �= 0 is true, there is at least one waiting core. In a

asymmetry multicore system, we assume that the frequencies

of big cores can be scaled from fB,max to fB,min, and

the normal frequency of big cores is fB,norm. Likewise,

the frequencies of little cores can be scaled from fL,max to

fL,min (fB,max ≥ fL,max, fB,min ≥ fL,min), and the normal

frequency of little cores is fl,norm (fB,norm ≥ fL,norm).

A. Power Slack

core

frequency

executing waiting

executing waiting

Big Core(s) Little Core(s)

fB,max

fB,min

fL,max

fL,min

ΔPB

ΔPL

Current frequency of big core(s)

Current frequency of little core(s)

Fig. 4: Power slack from big and little core(s).

One of our goals is to maximize performance with normal

power consumption constraints PN = NB ·PBN +NL ·PLN .

And in memory-bound applications, work-stealing strategy

will cause remote memory access, which implies that it is

an option to adopt work-stealing technique or adjust core’s

frequency by DVFS technique. Figure 4 shows a moment of

NBW �= 0∨NLW �= 0 where task queues of some big and/or

small cores happen to be empty. Under the consideration

of energy saving, these waiting cores will be set to be the

minimal frequencies, and executing cores are still at the normal

frequencies. We call the energy saving from waiting cores’

lower frequencies, power slack, noted as ΔP .

ΔP = ΔPB +ΔPL

= NBW · (PB,norm − PB,min)

+NLW · (PL,norm − PL,min)

(2)

When waiting cores exist, i.e. NBW �= 0 ∨ NLW �=
0, there are two strategies to utilize their power slack,
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TABLE I: States of an AMC system

NBW NLW State
NBW = 0 ∧NLW = 0 S(0,0)

NBW = 0 ∧NLW �= 0 S(0,1)

NBW �= 0 ∧NLW = 0 S(1,0)

NBW �= 0 ∧NLW �= 0 S(1,1)

power slack monopoly and power slack distribution. First,

power slack monopoly (PSM) strategy means that the core

ω which devotes the power slack uses up its own power

slack, in other words steals tasks from another core’s private

task queue and transforms back to an executing core. And

power slack distribution (PSD) strategy is that other cores can

share the power slack devoted by ω to higher their frequencies,

but waiting cores remain. The decision of which strategy is

determined by the cost of shared cache misses. Taking data

locality into account, when all waiting cores are big cores

or small cores, i.e. NBW �= 0 ∧ NLW = 0 (S(1,0) in Table

I) or NBW = 0 ∧ NLW �= 0 (S(0,1) in Table I), intra-

socket work-stealing strategy is perferred which actually is

PSM, because it doesn’t arise remote memory access. When

NBW �= 0 ∧ NLW �= 0 (S(1,1)) and then intra-socket work-

stealing cannot transform this state into State(0,0), it implies

that all the task queues are empty but some executing cores

are still processing their remaining tasks. In such a state, work

mugging and work stealing techniques make no sense. So to

utilize the power slack, it performs better to scale up executing

cores’ frequencies which actually is PSD.

B. Work-stealing

In our selective work-stealing scheduler, we introduce both

power slack monopoly and power slack distribution so as to

make an optimal work-stealing decision.

First, we prefer to use PSM strategy in most situations.

In the first iteration when our asymmetry-aware task allocator

must not converge, it’s likely to cause load imbalance between

cores. Then our scheduler schedules tasks by means of intra-

socket work-stealing with the highest priority. As shown in

Figure 5a, intra-socket work-stealing is denoted by WS#1, and

when an executing core transforms to the waiting state and

its private task queue is out of work, the scheduler will detect

other private task queues in the same socket first. If an intra-

socket task queue is targeted, the top task of it will be stolen

for the waiting core, which monopolies its own power slack

and turns back to an executing core. In the following iterations,

with our task allocator gradually reaching the local optimum of

task allocation, load imbalance between big sockets and little

sockets is mitigated and WS#1 still works but its frequency

reduces.

As mentioned above, intra-socket work-stealing, i.e. WS#1
may fail since in the case of severe load imbalance between

big and small sockets in Figure 5b all the private task queues

in the big sockets are empty and the waiting big core B2
fails to steal task from B1. When this situation occurs, there

are two optional strategies: power slack monopoly and power

B1
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L1

L2
WS#1

WS#1

(a) WS#1

B1

B2

L1

L2WS#1

FAILS

(b) WS#1fails

B1

B2

L1

L2

WS#2

(c) PSM strategy

B1

B2

L1

L2

(d) PSD strategy

Fig. 5: Four examples to illustrate the situations where SAWS

runtime works – (a) intra-socket work-stealing; (b) fails to

steal intra-socket tasks; (c) power slack monopoly strategy;

(d) power slack distribution strategy.

slack distribution. As for the former, due to load imbalance,

private task queues in other sockets are likely to be nonempty

and therefore inter-socket work-stealing denoted by WS#2 may

succeed to steal tasks from other sockets as Figure 5c. As

for the latter, B2 remains waiting and L2 utilizes the power

slack to higher its own frequency so without task and data

migrations L2 executes its tasks faster. When the size of

dataset allocated to socket ω is smaller than that of shared

cache in socket ω, PSM strategy should be adopted because

although shared cache misses may occur due to inter-socket

work-stealing, the data of the stolen task will be cached in

the thief’s shared cache in the following iteration. Otherwise,

PSD strategy is preferred since the stolen tasks have to

access remote memory after inter-socket work-stealing in PSM

strategy.

Moreover, when most of the private task queues turn out

to be empty in both big and small sockets, PSD strategy is

adopted. In such case, intra-socket work-stealing must fail

and then inter-socket work-stealing makes no sense and work-

mugging technique also fails to improve the performance.

Therefore, our scheduler directly decides to distribute the

power slack provided by waiting cores and use DVFS technol-

ogy to higher the frequencies of executing cores. This method

is progressive. executing cores can obtain the frequency incre-

ments decided by the number of waiting cores and stop the

progress when reaching their maximal frequency.

VI. EVALUATION

In the evaluation section, we describe our implementation,

experiment environment, performance evaluation compared to

MIT Cilk[1], AAWS[14] and LAWS[4], and effectiveness of

SAWS.

MIT Cilk[1] is one of the earliest work-stealing runtimes,

and SAWS is implemented on the basic of Cilk. In our

implementation, we have majorly modified the runtime of

Cilk, including its runtime initialization and scheduler. In the

runtime initialization, we need to initialize α, inter-socket

frequencies of each socket and so on for the heuristic algorithm
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of updating α and per-socket information of task queues for

scheduler. In the scheduler, according to above per-socket

information, task is spawned according to its dataset and

scheduled first by intra-socket work-stealing. And in every

iteration, scheduler adjust its packing decision according to

the updated α.

In order to implement both PSM and PSD strategies de-

scribed in last section, We use the “libpfm” and “libcpufreq”

libraries in Linux kernel to collect private cache misses of

tasks and dynamically adjust the current frequencies of cores

with DVFS technology.

TABLE II: System configuration

Big Core Intel Xeon CPU X7560@2.27GHz, 2.26GHz

maximal frequency, 1.06GHz minimal frequency,

2.00GHz normal frequency.

Little Core Intel Xeon CPU X7560@2.27GHz, 2.26GHz

maximal frequency, 1.06GHz minimal frequency,

1.33GHz normal frequency.

Caches 4-ways 32KB L1I, 8-ways 32KB L1D, 8-ways

256KB L2 per core; 24-ways shared 24MB L3.

DRAM Samsung DDR3 PC3-10600.

We use a server which has four Intel 8-core Xeon X7560

processors with hyper-threading technology to evaluate the

performance and effectiveness of SAWS. Table II includes

details on the architectures and memory system of our server.

The server adopts NUMA memory system, so the term a

NUMA node also denotes a socket in our paper. Each core

has a 256KB private L2 and each NUMA node is equipped

with a shared 24MB L3, which are shared by all the cores

in the same socket. And the version of Linux on the server is

3.13.0-32-generic. In our evaluation, half of the processors are

big cores with 2GHz normal frequency fB,norm and the other

half are little cores with 1.33GHz normal frequency fL,norm

as Table II illustrates. The maximal frequencies of big and

little cores are same, so are the minimal frequencies of them.

All of them are scaled by means of DVFS technology.

We compare the performance of SAWS runtime system with

MIT Cilk, AAWS and LAWS. Cilk spawns and schedules tasks

based on the child-first policy. AAWS uses a marginal-utility-

based approach to narrow the frequency gap in high parallel

region and mugs tasks from little cores to big cores in low

parallel region. LAWS packs the execution DAG of a parallel

program into subtrees and adjust the packing for the optimal

to reduce shared cache misses. But LAWS does not take the

asymmetry architecture into account.

SAWS is implemented by modifying MIT Cilk out of

fairness in comparison and we also evaluate Cilk without any

modification and AAWS on basic of MIT Cilk.

TABLE III: Benchmarks in the experiments

Name Description
heat/heat-ir 2D heat distribution (regular/irregular)

gauss/gauss-ir Gaussian elimination (regular/irregular)

9p/9p-ir 9-point 2D stencil computation (regular/irregular)

25p/25p-ir 25-point 3D stencil computation (regular/irregular)

6p/6p-ir 6-point 3D stencil computation (regular/irregular)

Table III gives a list of benchmarks in our experiments so

that we can evaluate the performance of SAWS compared to

Cilk, AAWS and LAWS in different scenarios. Each bench-

mark has a regular and an irregular execution DAG versions.

The irregular execution DAG version of each benchmark is

implemented with the same algorithm except their irregular

execution DAGs as suggested in [17]. And all the benchmarks

are compiled with option “-O2”.

A. Performance evaluation

Figure 6 illustrates the performance of all the benchmarks

in MIT Cilk, AAWS, LAWS and SAWS.

In this experiment, for heat and heat-ir, the input data is a

8192× 2048 matrix. For gauss and gauss-ir, the input data is

a 2048×2048 constrained by algorithm. For 9p and 9p-ir, the

input data is a 4096 × 2048 matrix. And for 25p, 25p-ir, 6p
and 6p-ir, the input data is a 2048× 128× 128 matrix.
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Fig. 6: The performance of all the benchmarks in MIT Cilk,

AAWS, LAWS and SAWS.

When compared to Cilk in Figure 6, we can observe that

SAWS performs much better than Cilk, and make a total

execution time reduction of 25.89% to 59.29%. AAWS im-

proves the performance of benchmarks from 3.88% to 16.89%,

and LAWS also obtains the performance improvement which

ranges from 15.52% to 57.25%.

During the implementation of SAWS runtime, we have at-

tempted to adopt NUMA page migration technique to migrate

data from the victim socket to the thief after inter-socket

work-stealing occurs. Before our experiments, we once held

the view that if inter-socket work-stealing just steals tasks to

achieve load balancing, remote memory access still worsens

the performance. However, NUMA page migration technique
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TABLE IV: Shared cache misses of all the benchmarks (*1E6)

heat heat-ir gauss gauss-ir 9p 9p-ir 25p 25p-ir 6p 6p-ir
Cilk 799 667 275 264 162 160 2861 2865 1030 1031
AAWS 752 653 264 261 156 156 2826 2842 995 972
LAWS 477 577 35 35 105 108 2479 2469 471 452
SAWS 460 565 27 30 103 107 2445 2438 465 445
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Fig. 7: Tracing the dynamic alpha values in iterative programs

–(a) alpha values of heat; (b) alpha values of 25p.

moves all pages in a process to another set of nodes. In

our experiments, it only slightly improves the performance of

benchmarks, although it indeed reduces the remote memory

access of the benchmarks, especially 9p/9p-ir. This is mainly

because the penalty of page migrations cancels the gains of

remote memory access reduction.

As discussed in previous sections, load balancing makes a

difference in the performance of memory-bound applications

and depends on effective reduction in low parallel region.

In order to explain the performance of SAWS, We have

collected shared cache misses in all the benchmarks and traced

the dynamic alpha values in each iteration. As Table IV

illustrates, shared cache misses of each benchmark are reduced

in SAWS when compared to Cilk, AAWS and LAWS. SAWS’s

asymmetry-aware task allocator allocates tasks to the sockets

where its data locate as far as possible and take system’s

asymmetry into consideration, so with load-balancing task

allocation and less inter-socket work-stealing, tasks are likely

to access local memory nodes and neighbor tasks in the same

socket take advantage of shared cache to preserve shared data.

As Figure 7 shows, Heat and 25p reach their optimal alphas in

20 iterations. Since our heuristic updating algorithm is based

on the frequency of inter-socket work-stealing, from the figure

we can find that inter-socket wort-stealing effectively reduces

as α reaches its local optimum.

B. Scalability of SAWS

In order to evaluate the scalability of SAWS, we increase the

data sizes of benchmarks in Cilk, AAWS, LAWS and SAWS.

In scalability evaluation, for heat, heat-ir, 9p and 9p-ir, the

input data is a 8192 × 4096 matrix. And for 25p, 25p-ir, 6p
and 6p-ir, the input data is a 8192× 128× 128 matrix.
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Fig. 8: The speedup of all the benchmarks in Cilk, AAWS,

LAWS and SAWS.

As we can see from Figure 8, the speedups of SAWS

over Cilk are greater than that of other runtimes, and the

max speedup of SAWS can reach 5.95 in 6p evaluation. The

reasons why the speedups of LAWS and SAWS in 6p are

both greater than 5 is that the performance of 6p in Cilk and

AAWS suffers a lot from the load imbalance caused by the lack

of proper task spawning policy, and both LAWS and SAWS

respectively adopts their own task spawning policies based on

dataset distribution.

VII. RELATED WORK

The importance of reducing shared cache misses and in-

creasing local memory access in MSMC architecture with

NUMA-based memory system has been widely accepted.

And as for asymmetry architecture, load balancing make a

difference because the wider the low parallel region is, the

more task re-scheduling occurs, and consequently data locality

can not be guaranteed.

Work-stealing technique is one of popular techniques to

schedule tasks in order to reach load balancing on asymmetry

architecture. There are plenty of works have adopted work-

stealing so as to improve the performance or achieve energy

efficiency in their runtime systems [1], [4], [14], [13], [17],

[18], [19], [20]. With respect to NUMA-based memory system,

many studies have achieved good results in specific applica-

tions [21], [22] or targeted general applications [23], [24].

LAWS [4] has adopted work-stealing technology and an

adaptive DAG packer to reduce share cache misses and remote

memory access. However LAWS did not consider the asym-

metry architecture. AAWS [14] has proposed work-sprinting,

work-pacing and work-mugging techniques to improve the

performance of asymmetry architecture, but AAWS did not
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take NUMA-based memory system into account. So shared

cache misses can be severe when AAWS executing memory-

bound applications. In CAB [25] and HWS [26] have used

a rigid boundary level to divide tasks and schedule tasks

into their local sockets, but extra information provide by

users is needed for HWS and CAB does not achieve the

optimal packing as LAWS does. As for the above problems,

we target memory-bound applications and correspondingly

propose an asymmetry-aware task allocator to evenly allocate

task in asymmetry arhitectures by means of a heuristic tasking

allocation algorithm without any extra information from users,

and a selective work-stealing scheduler to reduce shared cache

misses in MSMC architecture with NUMA-based memory

system.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Traditional work-stealing schedulers suffer from poor data

locality and load imbalance problems in AMC architectures

with NUMA-based memory system. In order to solve the two

problems, we present SAWS, which consists of an asymmetry-

aware task allocator and a selective work-stealing scheduler,

to automatically realize load balancing during the execution

runtime. The task allocator allocates tasks to specific sockets

with the knowledge of their dataset and adopts a heuristic algo-

rithm to dynamically adjust task allocation out of consideration

of system’s asymmetry. The selective work-stealing scheduler

improves the parallel programs’ performance by means of

power slack monopoly and power slack distribution strategies

with energy efficiency guaranteed. For typical iterative Divide-

and-Conquer algorithms, SAWS runtime can achieve 59.3%

performance improvement compared with traditional work-

stealing schedulers.
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